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Abstract  
 

 

 The study discusses the difficulties, which families faced by in 

owning a residence. Simply, because it takes a great deal sum from their 

income referring to the cost of land, building and funding. The 

researcher concentrates on reducing the cost of funding. Therefore, she 

did this study so as to know the relation between loan funding of 

residence owning and the financial income management of Saudi 

families. Beside that, to know the levels of families loan funding 

management and income financing management. She also shows the 

relation between loan funding of residence owning and the social, 

economic change levels. The study has followed the descriptive 

analyzing approach after taking data through inquiry forms to 304 

sample of Saudi families in Jeddah who have loans (installment) given 

by commercial banks to build or buy a residence. The researcher 

prepared the following aids to fulfill the study objectives: - family 

general data forms, housing, loan funding of residence owning 

management report. Financial income. Financial income management 

report. to attain that supposition is correct, statistic analysis were done. 

The results indicated a connected consecutive relation between the level 

of family management to the process of loan funding of residence 

owning and the level of financial income management. The sample 

member practiced the process of loan mildly. A number of sample 

members seek banks just to own a dependent residence. Another reason 

was the easy and tempted offers of the banks, which led to the high cost 

of funding and its installment great impact on family income. The 

researcher advised Saudi families to take funding loan from banks for 

desperate needs only and to concentrate on potential alternatives by 

applying the right management of funding process. She also advices 

them to use the potential resources without any extravagances and 

organize consumption revenues, leaving social custom of the residence 

appearance, and reducing funding costs. The positive way of thinking in 

joining another work in order to improve the family income. Then, there 

will be no need for loans . 

 
 


